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Proceedings , ON CHAMBERS ) DEFENDANT AHOLD USA, INC., et al.'s MOTION TO
LIMIT CLAIMS (DE 55) and DEFENDANT T-MOBIL'S MOTION TO
LIMIT CLAIMS (DE 89)

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

This Multidistrict Litigation proceeding contains approximately twenty-six cases (not counting
tag-along actions) against as many as 165 defendants ("Defendants"} in approximately fifty (50)
defendant groups. These cases were initially filed in federal courts in Texas and Delaware.
Subsequently, these cases have been transferred to this Court to consolidate all pre -trial proceedings.
The plaintiff, Ronald A . Katz Technology Licensing L.P. ("RAKTL" or "Plaintiff') has sued for
infringement asserting thirty one patents (twenty five interactive call processing patents and six call
conferencing patents), which contain a total of 1975 claims.

In two separate motions, two groups of defendants have moved the court seeking to limit the
number of claims Plaintiff may assert . In several cases, the transferor courts have already issued orders
requiring RAKTL to select a limited number of claims . The orders differ in the specific limit of claims
and the timing of the selection.

more than 30 claims for all the defendants in fifteen cases. RAKTL was to select claims after the
defendants served invalidity contentions. In the .4merican Power Electric Co. Inc., et al. case,
Magistrate Judge Craven ordered RAKTL to 1) initially select 50 representative claims at the time it
served infringement contentions, and 2) eventually limit the number of asserted claims to 20 for the
purposes of claim construction. Finally, in the Genesys conferencing case, RAKTL agreed to the
court's proposal to allow RAKTL to select 10 claims after discovery on infringement and validity.

In the Citibank et al. case, Judge Folsom granted a motion to require RAKTL to further limit the
number or representative claims it had selected. The order does not mention any specific number of
claims. However, the record indicates that RAKTL eventually selected eighteen representative claims.
In the various cases originally pending in Lufkin, Texas, Judge Clark also ordered RAKTL to select no
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The first motion to limit claims was filed on July 5, 2007 by one group of defendants ("First
Motion" ) and the second motion to limit claims was filed on July 20, 2007 ("Second Motion") by a
second group of defendants . In the First Motion ' s Memorandum of Points and Authorities at p, 4, the
first group of defendants ask the Court to take those limits that were previously imposed by the judges in
the cases transferred from Texas (Citibank, American Electric Power and Lufkin , Texas) and to imp,8se
them on the cases transferred from Delaware and the other Texas cases (where no case management:
conferences were held). On its face, these defendants appear to be asking the Court to extend three t.,
different limits to all the currently pending cases . However, the reply brief clarifies their request. The
reply brief states that first group of defendants are not seeking any specific ruling as to the number of
claims or when the limitation should be imposed (First Reply Br , at p. 1). Rather they are simply
seeking an order limiting the number of claim in hopes that the parties will be able to negotiate a number
and date.

In the Second Motion, the second group of defendants request that the Court provide a limit on
the number of asserted claims for those cases that do not already have limits . For those cases where
limits have already been ordered , the defendants request that those limits remain intact. However, for
cases with no limits, the Second Motion requests that RAKTL select 40 claims within one week and then
further reduce those claims to 20 asserted claims thirty days after receiving First Wave Discovery from
the defendants.' The Second Motion suggests that the limit should be applied on a per case basis.
Finally, the Second Motion argues that the RAKTL should not be able to later substitute claims for those
that it selected , but the second group of defendants ' reply brief appears to admit that RAKTL should be
able substitute claims for cause.

In its opposition , RAKTL offers to limit the number of claims it will assert on a defendant group
basis? Specifically, RAKTL offers to initially limit the asserted claims to 50 per defendant group.
Subsequently, RAKTL will select 20 asserted claims 90 days after the core discovery is completed.
With respect to the Citigroup et al. case, RAKTL has stated that it is willing to go forward on the 18
asserted claims that it had previously identified. However, with respect to the other cases, RAKTL
argues that this Court can reject the earlier orders in favor of adopting limits that are uniformly applied
across all pending cases.

For the reasons discussed below, the Court grants in part the defendants' request to limit claims.

II. DISCUSSION

TINs Court and all the parties agree that allowing RAKTL to assert all its claims from its different
patents would be unmanageable. Furthermore,, no party disputes that this Court has the inherent power
to issue orders to manage its docket. Howev.: r, the parties. dispute whether an order limiting the number
of claims. a patent plaintiff may assert falls within that authority.

1? elying on ReRoofAmerica, Inc. v. United Structures of America Inc., . No. 96-ev-388 (N.D.
OK), aff "d, No. 98-1378, 1999 WL 674517 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 30, 1999) (unpublished), Kearns v. General
Motors Corp., No. 2:85-cv-70461 (E.D. MI), aff'd, No. 93-1535,1994 WL 3fi6857 (Fed. Cir. July 26,
1994) (unpublished), and Fenster Family Patent Holdings, .inc. v. Siemens M. ed. Solutions USA Inc., No.
04-0038 JJF, 2005 WL 2304190, at *3 (D. Del. Sept . 20, 2005), the defendants suggest that this Court

I Pursuant to Magistrate Mumm's August 16, 2007 Order, Core Discovery is due on August 20, 2007 The order
allows individual defendants to file a statement for good cause and produce Core Discovery as late as September 4,
2007.
2 Apparently, many cases have multiple defendant groups For example, RAKTL points to the AIG case which
includes 32 defendants that compnse 6 defendant groups including an insurance company, shipping company,
nataral gas provider and a bank
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II does have the power to limit the number of claims. These decisions are not helpful for several reasons.
First, none of these cases are published decisions. Second, these cases do not address the question
plaintiff raises concerning due process.

In ReRoof America, Inc„ the Federal Circuit did not reach the question of whether the trial
court's order requiring ReRoof to choose a single claim from each patent for trial was error. The Federal
Circuit reasoned that because ReRoof could show no prejudice by the court-ordered reduction in the.
number of claims, it was unnecessary to decide whether the trial court erred. In Kearns, the Federal'

Circuit upheld the dismissal of an entire case because the plaintiff violated the district court's order
limiting, inter alia, the number of claims the plaintiff could assert, However, the Federal Circuit did not
address whether the underlying order violated due process. In Fenster Family Patent Holdings, Inc, the

District Court of Delaware granted the defendant's request to limit the number claims and products
without any discussion of due process.

In support of its due process concerns, Plaintiff relies on S. Cal. Edison Co, supra, 307 F.3d at
807, which stands for the unremarkable proposition that a case management order must comply with due
process. However, a due process analysis must be based on the circumstances of each individual case.'
Although ordering a patent plaintiff to choose between patent claims that do not overlap in subject
matter would violate due process, we find that ordering a plaintiff to select among clearly duplicative
claims does not violate due process. By definition, there are no distinctive property rights in claims that
have substantially the same coverage. Moreover, if one claim of a patent is infringed, the patent as a
whole is infringed and the relief is the same.

Thus, to both better manage this case and satisfy due process, this Court will limit the number of
claims RAKTL may assert based on the amount of duplication there is in the various patents' claims. By
providing examples and pointing out the common genealogy of RAKTL's patents and numerous
terminal disclaimers, the defendants make a convincing showing that many of the claims are duplicative.
In response, RAKTL states that the "patents-in-suit comprise eight different supporting specifications,
each teaching many embodiments." Neither party performed an exhaustive analysis of all 1975 claims.
Based on this general showing, the Court orders that Plaintiff select a number of claims based on the
number of different "specifications", eight. Here, the Court believes that eight claims for each
specification should be sufficient, In other words, Plaintiff is ordered to select a collective total of sixty
four claims against all the defendants.

With respect to the Genesys case, there appears to be only one specification at issue with no new
matter added in any of the later filed applications. Therefore, it appears that there are a significant
number of duplicative claims in the call conferencing patens as well. However, the transferor court's
previous order appears to adequately limit the number of claims that RAKTL may assert in that case.
Therefore, we only modify the timing of that order.

This Court also adopts the parties' proposal to gradually limit the dumber of claims that Plaintiff
may assert. Since each defendant group may perform different infringing acts, this Court adopts.
plaintiff s proposal and orders the plaintiff to select 40 claims per defendant group (as opposed to each
case) within thirty days of this order.

3 Due process requires that a party affected by gov.mment action be given "the opportunity to be heard at
meaningful time and in a meaningful manner." Southern California Edison Co. v Lynch 307, F.3d 794 (9" Cir.
2002) quoting Mathews v Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333, 96 S. Ct 893, 47 L,Ed 2d 18 (1976)
4 Plaint!ff does not appear to use the term specification to list the different number of entirely different patent
specific,..tions Instead, based on the context, this Court understands Plaintiff to use the term to reflect the number of
distinct inventions reflected by the claims
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Thi's' Court will also adopt the defendants' request to further limit the number of claims that
Plaintiff may assert. This Court believes that two claims per invention should be sufficient. This should
be true since not every defendant group will be accused of infringing every category of claims.
Therefore, this Court orders that Plaintiff narrow its selection to a total of sixteen (16) claims per slw
defendant group. The Court believes that that Plaintiff should have time to study the Core Discovery
and invalidity analysis Defendants raise before making this selection. Therefore, the Court adopts
Plaintiff's deadline and orders that Plaintiff make this selection within 90 days of receiving Core
Discovery. Of course, for each defendant group, these 16 claims must be a subset of the earlier 40
selected claims. Furthermore, the 16 claims must also be a subset of the 64 total claims Plaintiff may
assert against all the defendants collectively.

Since neither party provided a complete analysis of the entire set of 1975 claims, this Court is
cognizant of the fact that the limitations set forth in this decision may be unduly restrictive. Therefore,
this Court will entertain Plaintiff's motion(s) to exceed the limits after Plaintiff has had the opportunity
to study Defendants' Core Discovery and invalidity contentions. Thus, no earlier than December 15,
2007 and no later than January 15, 2008, Plaintiff may file a motion seeking permission to add specific
claims in excess of the 16 claims asserted against any specific defendant group and if applicable outside
the 64 claim limit.'

When making such a motion, the RAKTL should keep in mind it must select specific claims
against specific defendant groups. The Court will consider if any newly asserted claim raises issues of
infringement/validity that are not duplicative of currently asserted claims. For example, if the newly
asserted claim purportedly raises a new infringement issue, RAKTL should be prepared to show that a
non-infringement defense raised by a specific defendant group to a currently asserted claim does not
apply in substantially the same manner to a newly asserted claim. If the issue is validity, RAKTL should
be prepared to show that the defendants have raised serious issues of validity on a currently asserted
claim, but that the same defense does not affect the newly asserted claim in substantially the same way.
Although this procedure may be cumbersome, it should safeguard RAKTL's due process rights by
allowing it to assert non-duplicative claims. This Court trusts that RAKTL will only file a motion to
exceed the Court's limit if it truly believes that a claim covers material that is not already covered by the
claims it has previously selected.

Finally, this Court also will allow RAKTL to substitute selected claims for cause. RAKTL may
file a motion to substitute claims that are not included in the original 40 claims per defendant group on
the date it selects the smaller group of 16 claims.

The parties should note that this selection of claims does not affect the Court's previous order on
the mini-Markman hearing that the Court is holding.

III. CONCLUSION

As a result, the Court grants the defendants' motions to limit claims but modifies the specific
details as follows:

1) Within 30 days from the date of this order, Plaintiff is ordered to disclose a list of no more
than 44 claims that it plans to assert against each defendant group.

2) Within 90 days from;the date of receivin&Core Discovery (as mentioned in Magistrate Judge

5 This does not foreclose Plaintiff from filing motions later, but those motions will have the added burden of
er.glainmg why the motion could :.tot have been filed earlier
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Mumm's August 16 2007 Order requiring Defendants to produce Core Discovery by either
August 20 or September,4, 2007), Plaintiff is ordered to disclose a list of no more than 64 call
processing claims that plaintiff will assert against all defendants.

3) Within 90 days from the date of receiving Core Discovery, Plaintiff is also ordered to sel'ept
no more than 16 call processing claims against each defendant group. The 16 claims Plaintiff
may assert against each defendant group should be a subset of both the 64 total claims and A
original 40 claims that Plaintiff has selected against each defendant group. If Plaintiff desires to
substitute claims outside the original 40 claims, Plaintiff may simultaneously file a motion
explaining what newly' discovered information justifies the substitution.

4) No earlier than December 15, 2007 and no later than January 15, 2008, Plaintiff may file a
motion requesting that it be permitted to exceed either the limit of 64 total claims and/or the limit
of 16 claims against a specific defendant group.

5) With respect to the Citibank case, this Court orders that Plaintiff proceed with no more than
the 18 claim limit already selected. Plaintiff may file a motion for cause to either exceed that
limit or substitute claims between December 15, 2007 and January 15, 2008.

6) With respect to the Genesys case, this Court orders Plaintiff to select claims pursuant to the
existing 10 claim limit within 90 days of receiving Defendants' Core Discovery. Plaintiff may
file a motion for cause to either exceed that limit or substitute claims between December 15,
2007 and January 15, 2008.

7) With respect to the American Electric Power case and the cases that comprise the Lufkin
group, any orders limiting the number of claims Plaintiff may assert are vacated and the limits set
forth above are applied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Initials of Preparer 0471 - In- s1w
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